THE FOUNDATION FOR THE CHILD VICTIMS OF THE FAMILY COURTS PRESENTS
A CALL FOR A NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING EVENT FOR PARENTS OF
CHILDREN TRANSFERRED BY FAMILY COURTS INTO THE HANDS OF ABUSERS
HOW DOES THIS HAPPEN?
The Foundation for the Child Victims of the Family Courts is asking that all citizens become
aware of a plague on our children represented by the ability of courts to remove parental rights,
transfer children into the hands of obsessed abusers whom are then allowed by law and unethical
medical, legal, mental health providers to physically and emotionally devastate children.
Children removed from a protective parent into the hands of a parent whom has defamed a
former spouse for revenge and or profit motives can isolate a child (children) by totally
excluding the protective parent from any form of contact or reporting to police, child protective
services or any further court intervention through custodial control.
The ingredients for a criminal enterprise in the Family Court involve an association of
“criminally like minded” cohorts. A “criminally inclined” attorney with contacts in the world of
corrupt providers critical to custody assignment, criminally inclined judges, agreeable to pass on
the suppression of evidence which would reveal perpetrator behavior, criminally responsive
mental health providers, willing to assign unfounded toxic diagnoses to unwitting parents,
guardian ad litem, who file false reports and opinions, expert witnesses and other court
associated and assigned actors willing to aid and abet criminal activities in the courts, create the
fabric of corrupt courts in which children are exchanged on the basis of money and power.
Protective parents whom have lived this phenomenon need no explanation for the experience
referred to in this petition. For those whom have not experienced this devastating phenomenon,
no explanation is possible, but we encourage you to read USWHISTLEBLOWER.ORG, the
online press for the FCVFC.ORG and become aware.
The Foundation for the Child Victims of the Family Courts (FCVFC.ORG) encourages the
public to contact their legislative representatives to ask for the creation of courts governed by the
rule of law, free of massive racketeering. Protect children from obsessed abusers whom isolate
children from a protective parent for purposes of unchallenged access to control for goals of
devastating abuse and destruction.
The metamorphosis of courts as sanctuaries of law and order into lucrative trading floors where
the rich and powerful come for trafficking must end.

